
Day 1 

Dream Box 

Supplies: 

Top and Bottom Printout(Cardstock) 

Colors 

Scissors  

Ruler 

Tape 

Stickers 

 

Directions: 

 

1.  Color and cut out the "Top" and "Bottom" box 

Printouts 

 

 

 

 

2.  Once colored, cut out the slit in the "Top" (Lid) of the 

box 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  On the "Top" and "Bottom" of the box you will cut 

on the solid line which is right by the dotted line 



4.  On the corners of the "Top" and "Bottom" you will 

fold where the dotted lines are 

 

 

 

5.  Take your ruler and line it up with the solid line.  Fold 

up the sides on all 4 sides of "Top" and "Bottom" of the 

box 

 

 

 

 

 

6.Take corners and tuck them on the inside of the "Top" and "Bottom" of the box  

and tape them 

 

7.  Put the "Top" onto the "Bottom" of the box and decorate 

 







feet

Day 1



Day 1  

Joseph and his coat of many colors 

Instructions: 
1. Cut out the craft pattern - head, coat base, outline of coat, hands, 
and feet. If you wish, use 
foamy instead of paper for the hands and feet. 
2. Cut small strips of tissue paper, keeping them about as long as Joseph's coat. 
3. Give each child 1 head, 1 coat base, 1 outline of the coat, 2 hands, 2 feet, 6-7 strips of tissue 
paper, and 1 curly ribbon. 
4. Glue the strips of tissue paper onto the base of the coat. Use a small amount of glue so that 
it dries quickly. 
5. Glue the outline of the coat on top of the tissue paper, to make the form of the coat more 
visible. Cut off any tissue that sticks out. 
6. Color the head and glue it in place. 
7. Glue the hands and feet onto their places on the coat. 
8. When the craft is dry, glue the curly ribbon on the back. Or glue a magnet on the back. 
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